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Installation & Operation Guides 
 
Thank you for choosing SocketSecure®. Please check if you have the following parts: 
 
- 1 Socket cover unit 
- 2 Keys 
- 1 Lock base-frame 
 
Note: No disconnection the mains supply so long as SocketSecure® is used with correctly maintained 
BSI approved wall sockets. In most cases, an insulated screwdriver is needed to complete installation. 
When working near electricity always take care and consult a qualified electrician if you have doubt. 
 
Step 1 Select the wall socket you intend to use with SocketSecure®, power off any switches and remove 
any plugs in use. Loosen the screws on the socket faceplate and allow a gap of approximately 3mm, or 
as much as is needed to allow the SocketSecure® base-frame to slide in between the faceplate and the 
wall. SocketSecure® is not waterproof and is therefore not suitable for use outdoors or in environments 
subject to extreme dampness or water splashes. SocketSecure® works best on smooth, uniform 
surfaces. 
 
Step 2 Keeping SocketSecure® in the open position, slide 
the legs of both the cover and lock base frames in 
behind the socket faceplate and lock them together. On 
rare occasions you may find that, with SocketSecure® in 
place, the wall socket screws are not long enough to 
engage the back plate. In this case we recommend 
fitting slightly longer screws, available from most DIY 
stores. When replacing the screws, we suggest you fit 
them one at a time, always retaining contact between 
the wall socket faceplate and back plate.  
 
Once SocketSecure® is positioned in correct alignment 
with the wall socket, gently tighten the faceplate screws 
to fix SocketSecure® and the wall socket to the wall. 
Ensure there is a strong fix, allowing no movement of 
the unit when applying moderate force. Take care not to 
over tighten screws.  
 
Step 3 Insert the plugs into the wall socket, not 
forgetting to power on the switches where necessary. 
Gently close the cover and turn the key right 45°, the 
unit is locked and your plugs and power supply within are now safely protected from unwanted 
intrusion. To unlock the SocketSecure® fully insert the key, turn the key 45° left and the cover will self-
open. The key cannot be removed if the unit is not in lock position. 
 
In case of any difficulty with installation or operation of your SocketSecure®, please email your queries 
to info@inspirland.com. We aim to answer queries within 3 working days of receipt. 
 


